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ABSTRACT Security, data privacy and decentralization are significant challenges in the Internet of

Things (IoT) domain. These challenges are inherited attribute of another emerging technology, Blockchain.

This enforced convergence of IoT and Blockchain, attracting researchers to study on the effective use of

Blockchain’s strength to solve the challenges of IoT. Rapid IoT adoption requires standardization and mature

solution on security, data protection for compliance and performance for commercialization. These demands

made a surge in variant blockchain flavours and combinations catering to different problems, and one such

is Lightweight Scalable Blockchain (LSB). LSB had considerable caveats that require improvement for

better adoption in the IoT domain. This paper focuses on encrypting transaction transmission, improving

transaction flow, block validation, hash quality, hash rate and storage cost to improvise security and

performance. The experimental evaluation is demonstrated on data from the temperature sensor to showcase

superior applicability of the proposed work in the IoT domain. Implementation and result comparison with

conventional LSB proves, the following achievements 1) An additional layer of transaction encryption using

hybrid Elliptic Curve ElGamal (EC-ElGamal) method increases the security of the transmitted transaction

for security enhancement. 2) Obtained 20% reduction in transaction processing time, 22% reduction on block

validation processing time, 53% improvement on the hash operation and quality with an overall 7% saving

on the storage cost thereby increased the overall performance.

INDEX TERMS IoT blockchain, LSB, EC-ElGamal encryption, genetic algorithm, IoT.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a developing technology that

connects the self-configurable devices to create a dynamic

and efficient platform for association and communication [1].

IoT devices are usually low-power heterogeneous devices

that are resource-constrained in terms of storage and com-

putation [2]. IoT systems communicate with each other to

provide services and exchange information. In a distributed

network, communication should operate with minimum

delay. Distributed networks are also susceptible to security

threats [3] arising the need for high-security mechanisms to

secure IoT systems in the network [4]. However, traditional

mechanisms and centralized security authorization are inad-

equate due to scalability problems [5], [6] and there is thus

a need for decentralized access control and delay-sensitive

authentication for IoT devices to operate optimally [7].

Scalability and latency are other important problems.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yassine Maleh .

Fog nodes address these problems by allowing limited com-

munication, storage, control, and supervision at the network

edge, serving as dedicated channel technologies to replace a

centralized remote environment [8].

Blockchain is an emerging technology whose attributes

can address various challenges in IoT. For example secu-

rity, authentication, access control, and the distributed

nature of blockchain technology can be applied in IoT [9].

Blockchain’s core cryptographic features and decentralized

nature [10], [11] have also made it a favourable option

for applications in which high security and decentralization

are required. Initially, blockchain was used in Bitcoin a

peer-to-peer currency, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Subsequently,

experts examined fundamental blockchain techniques in IoT

implementation to strengthen security and authentication.

Blockchain’s characteristics of reliability, fault tolerance, and

unforgeability was demonstrated to be useful additions to IoT.

In addition, a smart contract can be incorporated in IoT imple-

mentation for autonomous decision-making and fine-grained

access [12].
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FIGURE 1. Bitcoin blockchain.

FIGURE 2. Overview of Lightweight Scalable Blockchain.

Existing blockchain has several limitations, such as

overhead when the node count in the network increases, and

occasional untraceability. In addition, blockchain involves

complex consensus algorithms and has limited throughput

caused by increased transactions [13], [14]. These challenges

are overcome by Lightweight Scalable Blockchain (LSB),

which is illustrated in Fig. 2. LSB uses overlay networks and

clusters on IoT devices and service providers. The selected

cluster head performs the blockchain management [15]. The

Blocks formed by transactions are hashed and stored in the

blockchain as a distributed ledger [16], [17].

The main objectives of this proposed work are as follows,

• Improve the encryption and decryption process using

Elliptic curve ElGamal (EC-ElGamal).

• Develop high-performance hashing using SHA-384with

the Genetic Algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II provides an overview of existing literature, while

Section III describes the proposed method. Section IV

presents the results and discussion, followed by Section V

that concludes the paper and discusses future directions.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents a review of the literature concerning

to Lightweight blockchain’s, Blockchain-based IoT solu-

tions, challenges on blockchain approaches and cryptogra-

phy. The conclusions drawn aid in formulating the proposed

methodology.

In [18], the authors studied LSB for optimization, using

smart home applications as an example. An overview of LSB

is presented in Fig. 2. The figure illustrates the centralized

manager in a smart-home-enabled environment with shared

keys in low-resource devices for using incoming and outgoing

requests for communication. An overlay network is used to

achieve this decentralization in LSB and generic blockchain,

which are managed by high-resource devices with ensured

privacy and end-to-end security. Cluster head formation on

the overlay network decreases the overhead [19].

LSB integrates various optimized algorithms for trust

distribution and throughput management. LSB is also secure

against many security attacks discussed by qualitative argu-

ments. The simulation result in [18] demonstrated that LSB

reduced the packet overhead and delay and increased scal-

ability when compared to other methods. The LSB frame-

work also reduced the processing time compared to existing

methods without additional delay for smart home services.

LSB ensures the privacy and security of IoT applications and

users at a high level. A distributed time-based consensus

algorithm was proposed in [18] that was used to decrease the

block delay and overhead of the mining process by cluster

heads. Distributed throughput management was also used to

increase throughput efficiency and avoid transaction load in

network deviation.

In [20], the authors focused on resource-constrained IoT

sensor devices and proposed a sensor-chain lightweight scal-

able blockchain framework. Conventional blockchain was

reduced to lightweight blockchain in the following three

stages. In the first stage, in the spatial domain, small local

blockchains were formed in a disjoint manner and were held

in a storage space for the IoT device. In the second stage,

a size limitation in the temporal domain was imposed by a

temporal constraint on the local blockchain lifespan. In the

third stage,in memory local blockchain was retained on a

temporal basis at the sensor node. The sensor chain was then

evaluated based on long-term performance and scalability.

The results indicated that the storage space was superior to

that of existing methods. However, validation was fast on the

local blockchain, whereas the proposed method resulted in

additional block validation overhead and delay.

In [21], the authors designed a privacy-preserving

blockchain. The study also minimized the need for a

centralized entity, as blockchain itself guarantees built-in

integrity, trust and immutability of security of information.

The main problems examined were the lack of transaction
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FIGURE 3. Smart Home IoT Architecture with Blockchain.

privacy, slow transaction rate, and high-resource consump-

tion. Although directed acyclic graph improved transac-

tions in blockchain, other problems remained. The higher

transaction rate achieved by the method proposed in [21]

involved the hash graph process of miner-free transaction

validation. The authors called this method PrivLiteChain,

a blockchain implemented with temporal constraints to make

the blockchain lightweight and enforce transaction privacy

with local differential privacy.

In [22], the authors used LSB in a smart home setting

to ensure security and privacy. Their study involved three

tiers consisting of cloud storage, overlay, and a smart home.

Fig. 3 presents a diagram illustrating a smart home with

the three-tier smart city set-up. A miner is employed on

high-resource devices to handle all communications of inter-

nal and external sensors, while the blockchain backbone

ensures security for communication, control, and audit. The

authors also studied various attacks on LSB and demonstrated

that a denial-of-service attack, distributed denial-of-service

attack, dropping attack, chain modification, compromising

time attack, Sybil attack, consensus attack, and 51% attack

were unlikely to occur in LBS. The results demonstrated

increased privacy and security but a considerable increase in

the block overhead, processing time, resource consumption,

and network traffic.

In [23], [24], the authors focused on developing

lightweight and hash-based blockchain for Industrial IoT

(IIoT). The blockchain hash function flexibly changed based

on the transactions rate to enhance the blockchain availability

in the network. The authors used a lightweight hash function,

such as QUARK, PHOTON, and SPONGENT, to increase the

performance, and examined the throughput and resource con-

sumption. The use of a lightweight hash aimed to reduce the

resource constraints of the devices used in the implementation

and to ensure cryptographic security. The generated blocks

were connected with the flexible hash generated; therefore,

the latency and computational complexity were reduced.

The process could be monitored, supervised, and controlled

directly by fields and cell nodes; thus, the scalability was

improved. Additional lightweight hash functions [25] have

been developed, such as parallel hash functions, that were

proposed for various IoT applications with less latency.

In [26], the authors examined an LSB trust mechanism

in the vehicular IoT domain. An on-off attack pursued by

a malicious participant present in blockchain architecture

can degrade the integrity of the distributed ledger. In the

study [27], violation of the system was monitored and con-

trolled by remote software. The actor-based language Rebeca

was used to analyse the attack and model a system under such

an attack. This model explored possible attacks, especially

on-off attacks, and the effectiveness of LSB against them. The

Rebecamodel used an evaluation/testing tool for verifying the

properties of security in a distributed environment.

In [28], the authors proposed a multi-layer hierarchical

architecture for monitoring and managing underwater

IoT (IoUT) on cloud data using blockchain. In the proposed

framework, cluster-based sensors were formed and organized

depending on the selected residual energy cluster head, and

data from nodes were routed to the higher layer. The authors

used the Bloom filter for cluster head and node tracking.

The standard secret key was used by the IoUT protocol for

gateway communication, and another secret key was used

by the cluster head. The routed data were then stored in the

blockchain. The scalability problem as well as transaction

preparation and routing to miners were solved by the fog

layer’s smart gateway, which was incorporated into the IoUT

blockchain [29]. A lightweight consensus mechanism was

used to add blocks in the blockchain in which the IoUT data

were stored. The feasibility of the architecture was evaluated

by performance and security analysis.

In [30], the authors proposed cyber security for IoT envi-

ronments based on lightweight blockchain. Managing local

and public transactions on IoT devices requires separate

blockchain for transactions to reduce attack size. LBC solved

consensus algorithm uniquely by reducing the waiting period

of transactions to a larger extent than existing approaches.

In [31], scalability problems in access control were

addressed, as performance is often degraded when a central-

ized access control system cannot handle increased load. The

authors proposed a fully decentralized blockchain method

to overcome these problems, and the proposed method was

applicable to many constrained IoT devices. The proof

of concept used ensured scalable and easy-to-manage IoT

access control system features. Fig. 4 presents this decen-

tralized network, displaying management hub nodes and IoT

device nodes connected to the blockchain, ensuring high

flexibility [32].

In [33], the authors proposed a multilevel blockchain

system to improve privacy and data security in IoT applications.
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FIGURE 4. Decentralized access control system.

The authors focused on improving resource consumption and

response time. The study mainly used mobile agents that

transferred between blockchain and IoT to execute encryp-

tion, hash functions, aggregation, and decryption functions,

as required, and the simulation results were satisfactory.

In [34], the focus was on the rapid development of IIoT

with a topology for edge computing and resource-constrained

devices. The proposed topology allowed new challenges in

security, data transmission, and data storage to be solved. For

distributed IoT, trust distribution and ledger-based blockchain

technology were well suited for edge computing.

In [35], a resource-constrained layered lightweight

blockchain framework was proposed for IIoT, containing

a resource-constrained layer and resource-extended layer

with a dynamic trust algorithm and lightweight consensus

algorithm. This framework was used to enhance security and

decrease the transaction rate in new blocks [36]. Transaction

load balance was achieved in blockchain, and the simulation

results yielded better performance for IIoT compared with

baseline.

In [37], [38], LightChain was proposed as blockchain and

discussed for secure service provisioning. The features of

public and private consortium blockchain were used, and

authorized users maintained the blockchain. The data were

read in the blockchain only by public users and evaluated the

service codes. The proof-of-authority consensus mechanism

was used for blockchain consensus. The Keccak256 hashing

algorithm was used to convert arbitrary data into a fixed-size

hash because it exhibits lower gas consumption than other

algorithms. By using proof-of-authority, the gas consumption

decreased to 17 gas units compared to using proof-of-work.

In [39], the authors focused on data integrity in surveillance

cameras using lightweight blockchain. Videos are used for

criminal investigations, and video footage is thus substantial

evidence. Video evidence can be obtained from both trusted

and untrusted surveillance systems. From untrusted sources,

the integrity of the information is questionable. In [39], an air-

port ecosystem was used as an example, and a variety of

video sources with different trust levels were used to pro-

duce video surveillance information. The blockchain-based

FIGURE 5. Speed of ECC compared to DSA and RSA algorithm,
as evaluated in [42].

FIGURE 6. Time Complexity of ECC compared to RSA and DSA,
as evaluated in [42].

implementation ensured tampered proof and authentic video

storage. Lightweight blockchain technology was used to save

the video meta data as blockchain transactions to support

video integrity. The study ensured non-repudiation and audit.

The paper also discussed the latency overhead introduced by

blockchain.

Authors in [40] discussed the guarantee of information

security by employing Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

algorithm. In [41], the authors examined image encryption.

Comparative analysis of ECC was performed with Digital

Signature Algorithm (DSA) and Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

(RSA) algorithms in terms of speed see Fig. 5 and in terms

of time complexity see Fig. 6. The results revealed that the

encryption accuracy of ECC was 43% and 30% higher than

that of DSA and RSA.

The study also demonstrated that ECC with 165 bits

resulted in the same security as RSA andDSAwith 1,203 bits,

and ECC with 210 bits demonstrated performance matching
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TABLE 1. Summary of RSA and ElGamal.

TABLE 2. Comparison of RSA and EC.

FIGURE 7. Comparison of RSA and EC.

RSA and DSA with 2,105 bits. This comparison indicated

that ECC had high-security performance.

The authors in [43] compared Elliptic curve and

ElGamal with RSA, on various attributes as represented in

Table 1 and Table 2. RSA and ElGamal share similarities in

algorithm type, simulation and keys, ElGamal standout in key

length, scalability, power consumption and implementation.

In Fig. 7 the comparison is based on the key size that affect

the run time. EC has become the de facto algorithm for

cryptography based on key length and efficiency.

In [44] the authors discussed the relevance of EC based on

the algebraic structure of a curve over a finite field in modern

applications.

In [45], the authors suggested that Secure Hash Algorithms

(SHA) require optimization and a hybrid of multiple tech-

niques based on the underlying application. A comparison of

the SHA family of algorithm as displayed in Table 3 based on

security standards reveals the functional, security level, and

block size. As derived from [45], the use of SHA in various

application as displayed in Table 4 highlights the importance

of SHA algorithms for use in IoT and blockchain.

In this section, a literature review of LSB, Blockchain-based

IoT applications, traditional IoT securitymeasures, lightweight

TABLE 3. Comparison of SHA Family.

TABLE 4. Requirements of applications relying on SHA.

blockchain, attacks on LSB, and a comparison study of

EC and ElGamal with the RSA and SHA family is pre-

sented. The key conclusion is that blockchain’s inherent

features solve most IoT challenges; however, the limita-

tions of generic blockchain create the need for lightweight

blockchain. Lightweight blockchain has been proposed by

various researchers based on their respective challenges and

focused areas of improvement. In general, for the IoT domain,

lightweight blockchain is the best option, as it helps overcome

the high-resource utilization of generic blockchain. However,

the majority of existing studies do not focus on improving

security or optimizing performance to improve lightweight

blockchain for IoT. The conclusions drawn from this litera-

ture review can be summarized as follows: 1) EC displays

superior results to those of RSA, 2) ElGamal presents a

better outcome than RSA, 3) most of the conventional attacks

are unlikely to occur in LSB, and 4) Improving security

and performance can help increased industry adoption of

Blockchain-based IoT solution. The literature review also

identifies factors that can be improved.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

This study aims to improve the security and performance of

LSB using EC-ElGamal and Genetic algorithm based key

generation for SHA-384 as shown in Fig. 8. The following

metrics are considered: transaction flow, block validation,

hash rate, hash quality, and storage cost.

Encryption of transactions with EC-ElGamal helps add

greater security. Increasing the transaction flow or decreas-

ing the transaction overhead can help support performance

improvement in LSB and can demonstrate suitability for

IoT, where thousands of sensors are continuously pushing

sensory data as transactions to the blockchain. Improvements

in block validation demonstrate that LSB can handle IoT

device transactions without a queue. Hashing, the core of

block aggregation and block validation, can help achieve high

performance and security with a high hash rate and quality.

Storage utilization cost is another major factor in blockchain

implementation; therefore, a superior solution to the existing

model is necessary.
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FIGURE 8. Proposed workflow.

A. METHODOLOGY: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

1) Temperature sensor data are considered as transaction

data that originate from geographically distributed

sensors.

2) The transactions are encrypted during transmission

from a sensor and decrypted upon receipt at the

gateway. (Algorithm 1)

3) The transactions are aggregated and await further

transfer into the network. (Algorithm 1)

4) The aggregated transactions are further pushed to

become blocks.

5) At the block manager and validation node, blocks are

managed, and all unverified blocks are validated.

6) Hashing of the blocks is performed. (Algorithm 2)

7) Blocks are hashed and linked to the address of the

previous hash. (Algorithm 2)

8) The peer-to-peer transfer of the blocks is represented.

Based on Algorithm 1, encryption and decryption of trans-

action is performed. Scenario 1 — Input is transactions gen-

erated from the IoT devices, and the output is an encrypted

transaction. Scenario 2 — Input is an encrypted transaction,

and the output is a decrypted transaction. Encryption and

decryption happen only within the participating nodes inside

the ecosystem, thereby eliminating unauthorized access on

the transaction data. Algorithm 1 uses EC-Elgamal, which

Algorithm 1 EC-ElGamal Based Transaction Encryption

and Decryption

EC ElGamal - Transaction Encryption Input:

Transaction

Output: Encrypted or Decryption

Step 1:

Input: Transaction

Output: Encrypted Transaction

for (Each T in Transaction) do
Encrypt Transaction

Step 2:

Input: Encrypted Transaction

Output: Transaction

for (Each ET in Encrypted Transaction) do
Decrypt Transaction

Algorithm 2 Genetic Algorithm (GA) and

SHA-384 Based Bock Hashing

GA + SHA 384 - Block hashing

Input: Block

Output: Hash Digest

Step 1:

Input: Population

Output: Prime Keys

for (Each P in Population) do
Generate Prime Key

Step 2:

Input: Block and Keys

Output: Hash Digest

for (Each B in Block) do
Hash Digest = Hash(Block,Keys)

is not present in conventional LSB. Hence, providing an

additional layer of enhanced security to transactions in our

proposed method. Algorithm 2 describes block hashing.

We have proposed a hybrid method using Genetic algorithm

and SHA-384. The input to this algorithm is Key and Blocks,

and the output is uniform length Hash digest.

B. REPRESENTATIONAL ARCHITECTURE OF LSB

FOR IoT DOMAIN

In Fig. 9 the architecture flow of the experiment and

evaluation are numbered as follows: 1) Temperature sensor

push the temperatures reading continuously to the underlying

backbone. 2) The transactions are moved to the respective

gateway manager. 3) Transaction aggregation happens at the

gateway manager. 4) The unverified block is moved further to

the block manager. 5) Block validation is performed. 6) The

validation is followed by hashing. 7) The hashed blocks are

pushed to the overlay network. 8) Peer-to-peer exchange of

the block occurs across the nodes.

• In path 3, Transaction flow is measured.

• In path 5, Block validation rate is calculated
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FIGURE 9. Representational Architecture of proposed work.

• In path 6, Hash rate is calculated

• In path 7, Hash Quality is measured

• And the end of Path 7, Storage cost is estimated

C. EC-ElGamal CRYPTOGRAPHY

An Asymmetric data encryption algorithm is proposed based

on Elliptic curve ElGamal cryptography. Elliptic Curve

Discrete Logarithmic Problem (ECDLP) defined as asym-

metric cryptosystem developed based on Elliptic Curve Cryp-

tosystem (ECC). Mixing the elliptic curve law of addition

and discrete logarithmic operations based on elliptic curves,

we establish a hybrid cryptosystem.

The ECDLP exhibits irrevocable solution. ElGamal

cryptosystem generally called as EC-ElGamal Encryption,

has faster speed and better performance with a short key

length. The security of EC-ElGamal encryption is higher

than that of traditional approaches [46]. The Encryption and

decryption process with respect to EC-ElGamal techniques

represented below:

Let Ep considered as an elliptic curve over finite field

represented in the form of,

y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod (p)); (1)

where a, b are two constants which satisfy

4a3 + 27b2 6= 0, p− prime (2)

The Abelian property represented as additive followed by

elliptic curve co-ordinates Consider D as an infinite point

from Elliptic curve Ep four points A, B, C, D.

D+ A = A+ D = A; (3)

−D = D; (4)

If A (x; y) 6= 0, then − A = (x; −y); (5)

If B = −A, then A + B = D; (6)

If A 6= B, B 6= D, B 6= −A, (7)

The straight-line intersection AB (if A 6= B) denoted by C

or Ep at point of intersection of A (if A = B) with elliptic

curve Ep another point, hence A + B = C. A (x1, y1) and

B (x2, y2) are randomly taken on elliptic curve and at another

point C straight line is made. Further, on y-axis over C to C’

cross the parallel line, andA (x1, y1)+B (x2, y2)=C’ (x3, y3),

C’ = -C = (x3, -y3) defined. Hence, C’ (x3, y3) which is the

Algorithm 3 Elliptic Curve - Elgamal

EC - Elgamal

Step 1: For receiver Key Generation

Input: Ep
Output: Ep, p, L, B

(i) The equation of Elliptic curve, Ep: y
2 = x3 + ax + b

where, p - prime and L - basic point are chosen.

(ii) By receiver, private key is set denoted by Pr, further,

then

B = PrL is calculated.

where, B is the transformed private key for the receiver

(iii) Return the value of keys Ep, p, L, B.

Step 2: Transmitter Encryption processes:

Input: Plain Text R

Output: Encrypted text E1,E2
(i) R is the plain text, R’ is converted to point on field of

elliptic curve. using (2)(3) equations

(ii) The transmitter set Pr1 which is a private key, then

E1 = Pr1L and

E2 = R’ ⊗ Pr1B,

where addition operation is denoted by symbol of ⊗

(iii) To the receiver E1,E2 encrypted data transmitted.

Step 3: Receiver Decryption process:

Input: E1, E2
Output: R Decrypted text

(i) According to Pr the receiver private key, R’ is given

by

R’ = E2⊘ PrE2
(R’ ⊗ Pr1B) ⊘ Pr (Pr1 L)

(R’ ⊗ (Pr1Pr L ⊘ Pr . Pr1 L) = R

where Elliptic curve inverse addition operation denoted

by ‘‘⊘’’.

(ii) From plain text R’ to R, restored.

point addition result and given by

x3 = τ
2 − x1 − x2

y3 = τ (x1 − x3) − y1 (8)

where τ = slope

τ =















y2 − y1

x2 − x1
if A 6= B

3x21 + a

2y1
if A = B

(9)

Algorithm 3, shows step wise procedures of EC-ElGamal.

D. GENETIC ALGORITHM KEY GENERATION

In this method, an initial population is created using

population size × chromosome size instead of using random

integers. To generate a highly random key, a Genetic algo-

rithm is applied, enhancing the existing method [47]. Fitness

function synonymously called objective function helps to

determine the suitability of chromosomes. As the algorithm

iterates, fitness function helps to increase the best fit as
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of various Crossover methods.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of Selection Methods.

a whole. The primes are determined based on the fitness func-

tion, fit(x). This serves to make the key more robust. The pro-

cess starts from the initial size of the population to select the

key from the final new population. Furthermore, to produce

an unpredictable and robust key, an effective selection process

is applied based on Fig. 11, choice of crossover is based

on Fig. 10 and Random Hybrid Crossover is represented in

Algorithm 5.

The procedure for key generation using the Genetic

algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4

E. SECURE HASH ALGORITHM — 384

SHA is defined from cryptographic hash functions [48]. In the

proposed method, the powerful SHA-384 is used with the

384-bit block cipher algorithm, in which the intermediate

hash value is encrypted using the message block with a key

generated from the Genetic algorithm. The process of the

hash function is illustrated in Fig. 12. The block and keys

serve as input to the hash function, and the last hash values

are linked with the previous hash values.

Algorithm 4 Genetic Algorithm Based Key Generation

Genetic Algorithm based Key Generation Input: Ps, Cl
Output: Key

Step 1: Initial population selection process

Population size = Ps
Chromosome length = Cl
We generate PsxCl size of random prime numbers

Initial selection process

S=
Ps,Cl
∑

i,j

Psij
( Ps × Cl )

Step 2: Fitness

fit(x) = ((x+1)!+1)% x)

Step 3: Selection

RouletteWheelSelection

Step 4: Crossover process

Cross=[]

for each population do
Population(i) = rand(0 to 1)

if p1>S then
break()

else
Par1 = find(rand*sum(p)< Csum(p),1,’1’)

Par2 = find(rand*sum(p)< Csum(p),1,’2’)

Gene_count = rand(0 to Ps(i))

for j=1 to Gene_count do
g1,g2=RandomHybridCrossover()

Swap(Par1[g1], Par2[g2])

Update (Par1, Par2) in Cross[]

Step 5: Mutation process

Opt=rand(1,2)

Mutation=[]

if opt==1 then

for i in cross do
R_v=rand(1,Cl)

Mut = R_v

else if opt==2 then

for i in cross do
R_v = rand(1,Ps)

Mut = R_v

Update Mut in Mutation[]

Step 6: Offspring selection process

Selection based on fitness

Step 7: Key selection process:

Pick from new population

Algorithm 6, presents the step wise process of SHA-384.

The proposed methods, EC-ElGamal encryption and

Genetic algorithm based key generation for SHA-384, are

implemented and used in the experiments, and the results are

discussed in Section IV.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The proposed system to enhance security and performance

was evaluated in terms of the transaction and block validation
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Algorithm 5 Random Hybrid Crossover

Random Hybrid Crossover Input: Par1, Par2
Output: g1, g2
m = rand([1, 3]); switch m do

case 1:

g[] = SinglePointCrossover p[]

case 2:

g[] = DoublePointCrossover p[]

otherwise:

g[] = UniformCrossover p[]

Algorithm 6 SHA-384 Algorithm

Secure Hash Algorithm-384

Input: Block[],Keys[]

Output: Hash DIGEST

Step 1: Initialize

H[0:7] = Keys[P9:P16] 9-16th primes

K[0:63] = Keys[P0:P79] first 80 primes

Variable as Var[a:h]
Hash Val as H[0:7]

Step 2: Preprocessing

for i in 0:7 do
W = W + ‘1’ append a single ’1’ bit

for (len(h[i])) do
W = W + ‘0’ append ‘0’ bit

W = W + L append L as big-endian int

Until(L+1+K+64%(384*2)==0

Step 3: Blocks

for each Block do
W[64]

W = W[0:15]+W[16:63]

for i in 16:63 do
S0 = (W [i− 15] � 7) ⊕ (W [i− 15] �

18) ⊕ (W [i− 15] ≫ 3)

S1 = (W [i− 2] � 17) ⊕ (W [i− 2] �

19) ⊕ (W [i− 2] ≫ 10)

w[i] = w[i-16] + S0 + w[i-7] + S1

Step 4: Compression loop

for i in 0:63 do
S1 = (e � 14) ⊕ (e � 18) ≫ (e � 41)

ch = (e ∧ f ) ⊕ ((¬e) ∧ g)

temp1 = H + S1 + ch+ k[i] + w[i]

S0 = (a � 28) ⊕ (a � 34) ⊕ (a � 39)

maj = (a ∧ b) ⊕ (a ∧ c) ⊕ (b ∧ c)

temp2 = S0 + maj

Step 5: Hash Digest

for loop in LEN(Var) do
Var[a−h] == Var[h−a]
if Var[loop]==‘e’ then

Var[loop] = Var[loop] + temp1

if Var[loop]==‘a’ then
Var[loop] = Var[loop] + temp1 + temp2

H[1−7] = H[1−7] + Var[a−g]
digest = hash = hash+ h0:5

FIGURE 12. Block hashing architecture with GA Key and SHA-384.

processing time, hash rate and quality, and cost. The results

are discussed in the subsequent subsections.

The experiment and simulation were performed using

Python 3 onWindows (64-bit) platform, Intel Core i5 proces-

sor, 8 GB RAM. The dataset used in this process was from

Kaggle and contain temperature readings from IoT devices

installed outside and inside of anonymous buildings. The

readings were captured during the alpha testing phase of the

devices [49]. Thus, the devices were uninstalled or shut off

several times during the entire reading period (07-28-2018 to

12-08-2018). We used this stream of data, which contained

features and 97,605 records for data transmission.

Security enhancement in the proposed work is by adding

an extra layer of encryption using EC-ElGamal. Transaction

from inception to block hashing is encrypted and can only be

decrypted by the participant node within the ecosystem.

A. METRICS EVALUATION

We performed an experiment to evaluate the following

metrics: 1) transaction processing time, 2) block validation

processing time, 3) hash rate, 4) hash quality, and 5) storage

cost of the proposed method, and compared these metrics

with existing approaches.

1) COMPARISON OF TRANSACTION FLOW

Transaction processing overhead is anticipated at the

aggregator with an increase in IoT devices. An increase in

transaction processing time eventually creates a bottleneck

and causes the system to degrade. Our proposed method aims

to increase transaction flow with a reduced processing time.

A transaction consists of IoT device data that were con-

tinuously pushed to the blockchain ecosystem. The size of

the transaction packets were uniform, and we measured them

as the cumulative sum of all transaction sizes in kB. In this

study, we took 25 kB of data for transactions from a total

of 18 transaction simulation points that were incrementally

added and transferred.

We simulated a real-world scenario of transaction flow

from devices through the transaction aggregator to the
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of Transaction Flow processing time between
proposed and existing methods.

block managers. Processing time is calculated using (10).

TP = TE − TS

where TP is Transaction Processing time

TE is Process completion time

and TS is Process start time (10)

Existing methods demonstrated an increase in processing

time when the transactions increased, whereas our proposed

method displayed reduced processing time as in Fig. 13.

2) COMPARISON OF BLOCK VALIDATION

We measured the time taken by the proposed method to

validate a new block, and plotted the average process-

ing time of successfully verified blocks affixed to the

blockchain in our simulation. The processing time was com-

pared with that of other approaches, such as LSB and base-

line approach. With our proposed system, it took 0.01 s

for the creation of 10 blocks. Processing time is calculated

using (11).

BVP = BVE − BVS

where BVP is Block validation Processing time

BVE is Block validation completion time

and BVS is Block validation start time (11)

The proposed method’s turnaround time was significantly

lower despite the increase in blocks from block managers,

as illustrated in Fig. 14. It is thus evident that with our pro-

posed method, the processing time for block validation was

lower than for previous LSB methods. Hence, proving that

the proposed method turn around time would be significantly

less despite increase block flows from block managers.

3) COMPARISON OF HASH OPERATION

The measurement of the hash operation performed on an

equal number of block cycles was performed using (12).

HO = (
SB

PTB
) × NoH

where, HO is Hash operation

SB is Block size

PTB is Block processing time

and NoH is Number of Hash (12)

FIGURE 14. Comparison of Block Validation processing time between
proposed and existing methods.

FIGURE 15. Comparison of Hash Operations between proposed and
existing methods (SMP: synergistic multiple proof, POW: proof-of-work).

The proposed hash operation was compared with the

synergistic multiple proof and proof-of-work, as illustrated

in Fig. 15. The hash operation of the proposed method pro-

duced a better result than that of existingmethods. The hashes

were created using a combination of the Genetic algorithm

and SHA-384 to make the operation faster and stronger.

4) COMPARISON OF HASH QUALITY

Hash quality for a block cycle is an indicator of the

computation required in the ecosystem. The minimum hash

quality was determined based on (13).

HQ = min(
NoH

CH
)

where, HQ is Hash quality

NoH is Number of hashes created and

CH is Hash creation cos t (13)

As illustrated in Fig. 16, the hash quality of the proposed

method significantly increased in comparison to existing

methods (synergistic multiple proof and proof-of-work). The

proposed method of a combined hash thus provides bet-

ter quality than existing hashing, which is based only on

hexadecimal representation. This signifies a reduction in

computing power in the peer-to-peer network.

5) COMPARISON OF STORAGE COST
The storage cost was computed by measuring the size of

data stored in the memory layer. The storage cost per MB
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FIGURE 16. Comparison of Hash quality between proposed and existing
methods (SMP: synergistic multiple proof, POW: proof-of-work).

FIGURE 17. Comparison of Storage cost between proposed method and
existing method.

for each block cycle was measured by (14) with a transac-

tion of a 1 MB file and at a simulated 500 Transaction Per

Second (TPS)

Cs = CB × TCB

where, CS is Cost of Storage

CB is Block cycle and

TCB is Time to create Blocks (14)

Fig. 17 presents the experimental results of a comparison

between the proposed method and a baseline method. The

proposed method showed reduction in storage cost.

The results indicate that increasing transaction flow

with a shorter processing time, performing more block

validation, and using a high hash rate all improve perfor-

mance. The encryption of transactions using EC-ElGamal

and the improvement of hash quality using a hybrid Genetic

algorithm with SHA-384 thus support security enhancement.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Based on the metrics from our experiments, the use of

EC-ElGamal and Genetic algorithm based key for SHA-384

improved security and enhanced performance. The proposed

system of transaction encryption using EC-ElGamal and

block hashing with enhanced SHA-384 can thus be used

to improve LSB for better adoption in blockchain-based

IoT applications. Compared with the baseline method, the

proposed technique implements enhanced technique for

encryption and competitive achievements by 20% decrease in

TABLE 5. Future work that can be considered for improvising LSB.

transaction processing time, 22% decrease in block validation

processing time, 53% increase in hash rate, hash quality and

optimized 7% saving on storage consumption.

As displayed in Table 5, future work should focus on

consensus, a security framework, hardware, networks, and

physical identification mechanisms, leading to the follow-

ing improvements. First, a lightweight consensus mecha-

nism can further reduce the block validation time, while

the use of a physical identification mechanism can reduce

the computation. In addition, an adaptable security frame-

work for a blockchain network can be considered a poten-

tial overall enhancement. Specialized hardware can be used

to improve the processing time, and a new mechanism

can be used to reduce the network delay. Innovations to

implement these improvements can lead to ultra-lightweight

high-performance blockchain suitable for all domains.
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